
Office of the Principal 
Krishnagar Government College 

Krishnagar, Nadia, 741101 
 
 

NOTICE 
23.10.2022 

 
Cancellation of Admission in PG Courses for the Academic Session 2022-23 

It is hereby notified to all students newly and provisionally admitted in different PG 
courses for the academic year 2022-23, that those who have been admitted to other 
universities or colleges in addition to this college and those who don’t want to continue 
their studies in this college, must cancel their admission by sending an email to 
admission.kgc1846@gmail.com with the following attachments. 

1. A handwritten application letter with guardian’s signature (Format attached) 
2. Copy of the application form 
3. Copy of the payment receipts 

এত#ারা 2022-23 িশ-াবেষ1র জন4 িবিভ6 িপিজ 8কােস1 নতুন এবং অ>ায়ীভােব ভিত1  হওয়া 

সমD ছাF-ছাFীেদর জানােনা যােI 8য, যারা এই কেলজ ছাড়াও অন4ান4 িবNিবদ4ালয় বা কেলেজ 

ভিত1  হেয়েছন এবং যারা তােদর পড়ােশানা এই কেলেজ চািলেয় 8যেত চান না, িনPিলিখত সংযুিR 

সহ admission.kgc1846@gmail.com-এ একS ইেমল পাTেয় তােদর ভিত1  বািতল করেত হেব। 

1. অিভভাবেকর Xা-র সহ একS হােত 8লখা আেবদন পF (ফম14াট সংযুR)  

2. আেবদন ফেম1র কিপ  

3. 8পেম^ রিসেদর কিপ 
 

Sd/- 
Officer-in-Charge 

Krishnagar Government College 

 
 

 

 

 



[FORMAT] 
 
 
To 
The Officer-in-Charge 
Krishnagar Govt. College 
Krishnagar, Nadia 

Sub: Pray for Cancellation of Admission in ____________________ (Subject Name), 

Application ID ___________________ , and Refund of Admission Fees. 

Respected Sir, 

I, _____________________ (Name of Student), son/daughter of ______________________ , 

hereby beg to inform you that I had been empaneled for the PG subject 

____________________ in ______________ category and took admission by paying the 

requisite fees. But I am sorry to state that I am unable to continue the said course from your 

prestigious institution due to ________________________________________ (state the 

reason), and therefore, request you to cancel my admission in the PG subject 

_________________. 

I further request you to refund the amount Rs. ___________ paid online while taking the 

admission as soon as possible. 

Hopefully, my requests will be considered favorably. 

    Thanking you, 

Date: 
Place: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Yours faithfully, 
 
 

(Signature of Student) 
               

 
(Signature of Guardian) 

Phone: 
Enclosures: 

1. Copy of Application Form. 

2. Copy of Successful Payment Receipt. 


